volume of a certain convex hull if M, = Gy, but in general is more delicate.
In any case it is defined in [4] . The main result of [5] The distribution J,(f) is defined as the value at T = To of a certain polynomial JT(f). Our starting point will be an earlier formula for JT(f) (Theorem 8.1 of [1] ). In Section 3 we change this formula into an expression which contains a certain alternating sum (3.4) we return in Section 6 to our formula for J,(f). We make various changes of variable which reduce Jo to a linear combination of distributions Junp on subgroups of Gq (Lemma 6.2). This allows us to apply the results of [5] in Section 7. Combined with a descent formula for weighted orbital integrals, they eventually lead to Theorem 8.1. Theorem 8.1 and the related Theorem 9.2 will be important for future applications of the trace formula. They can be used to prove a general formula for the traces of Hecke operators. They will also play a role in the comparison of GL(n) with its inner twistings, and in base change for GL(n). Details will appear in a future paper with Clozel.
We have actually written this paper in the context of the twisted trace formula, which of course is a generalization of the ordinary trace formula. The twisted trace formula was proved by Clozel, Labesse and Langlands in a seminar at The Institute for Advanced Study during the academic year . Their results are to appear in a future volume on the subject. In the meantime, we refer the reader to the lecture notes [6] from the seminar.
I thank Langlands, and also Stephen Halperin, for enlightening conversations related to this paper. 1 . Assumptions on G. We would like our discussion to apply to the twisted trace formula proved in [6] , so we shall work with algebraic groups which are not connected. In Section 1 of the paper [4] we introduce some notions for such groups. For convenience, we shall describe the ones we will use here.
Suppose that G is a connected component of an algebraic group G (not necessarily connected) which is defined over a number field F. We shall write G+ for the subgroup of G generated by G, and Go for the connected component of 1 in G+. We shall assume that G(F) is nonempty.
Assume that G is reductive. A parabolic subset of G is a set P = P n G, where P is the normalizer in G of a parabolic subgroup of Go which is defined over F. Notice that PO = P n GO = P+ n GO. We ( respectively Y'(M)) for the set of elements in '(respectively YS) which contain M. We also write g(M) for the set of P e J such that Mp = M.
Suppose that P e . Set ap = aM and Ap = AMP. The roots of (P, Ap) are defined by taking the adjoint action of Ap on the Lie algebra of Np. We will regard them either as characters on Ap or as elements in the dual space ap of ap. The usual properties in the connected case carry over to the present setting. In particular, we can define the simple roots Ap of (P, Ap), the associated "co-roots" {aV:a E Ap} in ap, the weights Ap and the associated "co-weights" {zav:Z Ap} as in Section 1 of [1] . The roots of (P, Ap) divide ap into chambers. We shall write ap for the chamber on which the roots Ap are positive. Suppose that Q is another element in 3V such that P c Q. Then 2. The distributions J/T. The distributions we propose to study are parametrized by G°(F)-orbits of semisimple elements in G(F). They were defined for connected groups in [1] . Our references will henceforth be mostly to papers that apply only to connected groups. The analogous results for arbitrary G have been proved by Clozel, Labesse and Langlands. They can all be found in the lecture notes [6] . The references for the trace formula are actually for groups defined over Q. However, the results can all be carried over to arbitrary F, by restricting scalars, or by directly transcribing the proofs.
Suppose that a is a semisimple element in G(F). We shall write G. for the identity component of the centralizer of a in G°. It is a connected reductive group defined over F. For any subgroup H of GO which is defined over F, we shall write H(F, a) for the centralizer of a in H(F).
Then Go(F) is a subgroup of finite index in GO(F, a). We will let
LG(a) = G,(F)\G0(F, a) denote the quotient group.
There is a Jordan decomposition for elements in G(F 
This distribution is independent of P0, (see the discussion in [2] following Proposition 2.3), and will be our main object of study.
In [5] Weyl group of (GO(F, a), Al) could be larger than that of (G(F), Al).
However, in the formula for JQ,(y, y) we will be able to take a sum over W(al; Q, Go) if at the same time we sum g modulo MQ(F) n wsG,(F)w , and then divide by tG(a) 1, the index of G,(F) in GO(F, a). It follows that (3.1) equals the sum over
We can now rewrite (2.2). We see that J,(f) equals the integral over x in G°(F)\G°(A)1 and the sum over standard parabolic subgroups R of Go and elements~in R(F)\G°(F) of the product of
In (3.2), Q and s are to be summed over the set Q D Po, s E W(a1; Q, G,):w lQ ws n G, = R}. We shall free this expression from its dependence on the standard parabolic Q.
We shall write .R(M1) for the set of parabolic subsets P E J(M1) such that PO = R. Suppose that Q and s are as in (3.2 (3.4) is a sum over parabolic subsets of G. We shall introduce a construction designed to transform it into a sum over parabolic subgroups of Go.
The discussion will center around the group G., where a is a fixed semisimple element in G(F). In the next two sections we will not single out standard parabolic subsets of either G or G.. We do assume, however, that there is a fixed Levi subset Ml in S which contains a, and such that Mlo is a minimal Levi subgroup of Go. Then, as in Section 3, we set Our construction will actually be a generalization of a definition from Section 2 of [2] . The earlier definition will be the special case here that GQ = G = G°. We [1] .) The second formula is evidently the one which pertains to (3.4) . It is clear that rF(X, iR) depends only on the projection of X onto aR. We shall show that it is compactly supported as a function of X in the orthogonal complement, aG, of ac in aR, and we shall find its Fourier transform.
Given R and Y and also P E R(M1), set cp(A) = FrG(x, Yp)eX(X)dX, A E ia. If X E aG the required formula is immediate, both sides being equal to 1. Suppose then that X 4 aG. Fix a small positive number e and set + = {X E (aG)*:X(X) _).
Let 9' be the set of elements P whose simplex cp belongs to the interior of '+, and let g0 be the set of P whose simplex meets the boundary of t'. We can choose e so that the boundary of X+ contains no zero simplex of C. Moreover, we can assume that 9 + consists of those P for which X(X) is strictly positive for every X 
to a sum and double integral over (8, x, 
y) in (R(F)\G,(F)) X (G,(F)\G,(A) n G°(A)1) X (G(A)\G°(A)).
(Here we should note that
Ga(A)\G°(A) A) G( Gf(A)l\G°(A).)
The expression (3. (We can obviously insert 8s, the modular function of S(A). We have included it so that at a later stage our definitions will agree with [4] .) It In order not to interrupt the discussion, we shall postpone the proof of this lemma until the Appendix.
Consider the expression (6.4) first as a function of (S, a, k, y). The index S of course ranges over a finite set, while k ranges over the compact set K,.
We restrict y to a fixed compact set of representatives of the points E of the last lemma, with A taken as the support off. The integration in (a, k), being over a compact set, can be taken inside JMsi The contribution from the integral over a is just the integral of (6.5) at T = To, which equals which depends smoothly on y. We would like to apply the results of [4] to (6.8) (See the remark at the end of Section 2 of [2] .) Our progress to this point may be summarized as follows. Proof. Recall that Wo°a nd WaR are the Weyl groups of (G,, Al) and (MR, Al) respectively. The number of groups in -O which are conjugate to a given R equals IWoMR| wGo l1. The lemma then follows from (6.8) and (6.9). 7 . Relation with weighted orbital integrals. Lemma 6.2 is our main step. We shall combine it with results from [4] and [5] to obtain a formula for JO(f) in terms of weighted orbital integrals.
Suppose that S is a finite set of valuations of F. Set
where Fs = n F. (ii) K, n G(F,) = Ka,. by the product formula. In other words, (7.3) can be multiplied by IDG(a) l/2 without changing its value. Consequently (7. 3) equals JM(au,f) by the descent formula (7.1).
We have proved [6] .) In the special case that o is unramified (in the sense of [1] ), the formula is easily seen to reduce to (8. [9] . For GL3 there are formulas for aG(S, y) which can be extracted from [7] . 9 . The fine o-expansion. Set J(f) = JOf), f e C(G (A)1) 
